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drift due to demographic factors while also experiencing strong selective pressures. The paradigm that reduced genetic diversity should limit the evolutionary potential of invasive species, and thus, their potential for range expansion has received little empirical support, possibly due to the choice of genetic markers. Our goal was to test for effects of genetic drift and selection at functional genetic markers as they relate to the invasion success of two paired invasive goby species, one widespread (successful) and one with limited range expansion (less successful). We genotyped fish using two marker types: single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in known-function, protein-coding genes and microsatellites to contrast the effects of neutral genetic processes. We identified reduced allelic variation in the invaded range for the less successful tubenose goby. SNPs putatively under selection were responsible for the observed differences in population structure between marker types for round goby (successful) but not tubenose goby (less successful). A higher proportion of functional loci experienced divergent selection for round goby, suggesting increased evolutionary potential in invaded ranges may be associated with round goby’s greater invasion success. Genes involved in thermal tolerance were divergent for round goby populations but not tubenose goby, consistent with the hypothesis that invasion success for fish in temperate regions is influenced by capacity for thermal tolerance. Our results highlight the need to incorporate functional genetic markers in studies to better assess evolutionary potential for the improved conservation and management of species. KEYWORDS
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1 | INTRODUCTION



nonindigenous species have little impact on the communities to which they were introduced. However, some species can have wide-



Human activities have altered the global distribution of species. We



spread and damaging effects on the ecosystem or to economic activ-



have transported numerous species from their native ranges and



ities in the introduced range and hence become defined as “invasive”



introduced them into novel areas where, without the aid of humans,



(Colautti & MacIsaac, 2004). An important component of the man-



dispersal would not have been possible (e.g., Ricciardi, 2006). Many



agement of nonindigenous species is identifying which ones are at
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high risk of becoming invasive to direct limited management



make replicated collections a serious challenge. We have previously



resources where they will have the most impact: by preventing the



demonstrated the utility of a comparative approach, using taxonomi-



establishment or mitigating the effects of the worst invaders while it



cally and geographically paired nonindigenous species that differ in



is still feasible (Kolar & Lodge, 2001). Unfortunately, a major failing



the success of their invasions (extent of range expansion), to investi-



of existing risk assessment frameworks is they do not consider the



gate the role of neutral genetic diversity (Wellband, Pettitt-Wade,



evolutionary potential of invaders, nor the role selection may play in



Fisk, & Heath, 2017) and dietary niche breadth (Pettitt-Wade, Well-



the invasion process (Strayer, Eviner, Jeschke, & Pace, 2006; Whit-



band, Heath, & Fisk, 2015) in predicting invasion success. We use



ney & Gabler, 2008).



the same approach here to compare standing genetic variation and



Biological invasions expose species to a unique combination of



population structure at functional genetic loci for two invasive spe-



evolutionary forces. The stochastic demographic processes associ-



cies that differ in their extent of postestablishment range expansion.



ated with colonization, founder events, and bottlenecking suggest



While this study only considers one pair of species, and thus our



that genetic diversity of invasive populations should be reduced by



power to make generalizations about the phenomenon we document



strong genetic drift effects (Nei, Maruyama, & Chakraborty, 1975).



is limited, our results provide insight into a potential mechanism con-



Organisms are simultaneously exposed to novel environmental con-



tributing to the differential performance of these closely related spe-



ditions that should result in strong natural selection (Sakai et al.,



cies.



2001). This combination of evolutionary forces has generated predic-



Round goby (Neogobius melanostomus) and tubenose goby



tions that invaders should experience reduced evolutionary potential



(Proterorhinus semilunaris) are gobiid fish species native to the Black



as a result of the loss of genetic diversity due to drift. However,



and Caspian Seas of Eastern Europe (Kottelat & Freyhof, 2007). Both



empirical assessments have demonstrated that reductions in genetic



species were first discovered in the St. Clair River in the North



diversity due to drift during invasion are not severe (Dlugosch & Par-



American Great Lakes basin in 1990 (Jude, Reider, & Smith, 1992).



ker, 2008) and putative adaptive evolution of species during invasion



The source populations for invasions of both these species have



is a common occurrence (Whitney & Gabler, 2008). The apparent



been genetically traced back to the same northern tributary rivers of



disconnect between theory and empirical evidence may be a result



the Black Sea (Brown & Stepien, 2009; Stepien & Tumeo, 2006) and



of limitations in the approach to measuring genetic diversity and the



ballast water-mediated introductions have been suggested as the



invasive organisms available for study.



most likely vector causing invasion. Despite originating from the



The vast majority of studies of genetic diversity in invasive spe-



same place and having been introduced at the same time, these spe-



cies to date have used classically neutral genetic markers such as



cies have markedly different extent of range expansion and impact



microsatellite or mitochondrial DNA sequence data. These markers



in North America. Round goby have rapidly spread throughout the



are only a proxy for genomewide variation and even substantial



entire Great Lakes basin and reached high population densities with



changes in neutral microsatellite diversity may not be reflective of



detrimental effects on other species (Corkum, Sapota, & Skora,



meaningful change in diversity at protein-coding loci, depending on



2004; while tubenose goby have remained relatively restricted in



their standing genetic frequency in the native populations (Liu, Chen,



distribution and at low population densities where they occur (Grant,



Wang, Oh, & Zhao, 2005). Indeed, correlations between microsatel-



Shadle, & Andraso, 2012; Kocovsky et al., 2011). One possible expla-



lite diversity and quantitative trait variation are weak (Reed & Frank-



nation for their differential range expansion is differences in evolu-



ham, 2001) and quantitative trait variation does not exhibit the same



tionary potential between these species that have facilitated the



decrease during invasion that neutral diversity does (Dlugosch & Par-



more successful species and restricted the less successful species in



ker, 2008). In contrast, protein-coding gene polymorphisms are



adapting to the novel invaded range environments.



expected to evolve in response to selection in addition to the



To investigate the role of functional genetic variation in explain-



stochastic effects of drift. Such genetic markers are relevant to pre-



ing the differential success of these species invasions, we character-



dicting the evolutionary potential of invasive species and the conse-



ized genetic diversity and population structure based on neutral



quences of changes in diversity at these loci likely impact long-term



(microsatellite) and functional protein-coding single nucleotide poly-



invasion success. Methods to measure genome-scale functional vari-



morphism (SNP) genetic markers for round and tubenose goby. We



ation in nucleotide diversity have become widely accessible in the



tested two hypotheses. The first, that the highly successful invasive



past decade (Ellegren, 2014). Furthermore, genomic resources for



species had a higher standing functional genetic diversity and suf-



nonmodel organisms now facilitate the characterization of protein-



fered less severe reductions from invasion source population than



coding gene variation for invasive species with the goal of identify-



the less successful invasive species. The second, that selection



ing the genomic basis of adaptive invasive phenotypes (Chown et al.,



played a greater role in explaining invaded range population diver-



2015; Ellegren, 2014; Rius, Bourne, Hornsby, & Chapman, 2015).



gence at functional genetic markers (greater divergence than pre-



An important component in determining the role of genetic



dicted by neutral markers) among invasive populations for the highly



diversity in predicting invasion success is the availability of “unsuc-



successful invasive species. Greater divergence at functional markers



~ez, 2013). Failed invacessful invasions” for comparison (Zenni & Nun



for highly successful species may reflect a signature of adaptation



sions are difficult to study for the obvious reasons that the



that has facilitated increased range expansion relative to the less



organisms simply do not exist, or occur at low enough densities to



successful species. We developed species-specific protein-coding
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SNP markers from a transcriptome previously generated using RNA
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source populations for both species using these SNP markers as well as microsatellite markers. We compare genetic diversity and patterns of genetic structure produced by functional SNPs and neutral microsatellite markers to identify the evolutionary forces driving the scope of invasion between these two related, but ecologically divergent species. Our results highlight the value in screening functional
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2 | METHODS 2.1 | Sample collection To test for the effects of genetic drift, specifically the loss of standing genetic variation, and natural selection as a result of colonization, we collected gobies from multiple sites in North America and one



–80



Longitude (Degrees W) F I G U R E 1 Map of the North American sampling sites for invasive populations of round goby (RG; grey stars) and tubenose goby (TNG; white stars). See Table 2 for description of sample site codes. The site of initial introduction for both species is the St. Clair River located at the southern tip of Lake Huron indicated by the solid arrow



site in Europe. Round goby and tubenose goby were collected in 2012 and 2013 using a combination of seine netting and angling



each species separately using



from six sites in North America (Figure 1) and one site from the port



For complete bioinformatics details regarding the transcriptome



city of Kherson, Ukraine in Europe. North American sites were cho-



assemblies, please refer to Wellband and Heath (2017). We used



sen to represent the geographic extent of range expansion in North



these RNAseq data sets to characterize variable SNPs in protein-



America, and the European site was chosen to represent the puta-



coding genes for both species. We followed the Broad Institute’s



tive source population for these invasions based on existing studies



Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) best practices methodology to



of mitochondrial and microsatellite variation (Brown & Stepien,



characterize nucleotide variation among individuals (DePristo et al.,



2009; Neilson & Stepien, 2009). While the original founders may



2011; Van der Auwera et al., 2013). First, we used



have included individuals from other European sites, the object of



Durbin, 2009) to align sequencing libraries for each individual to the



this study was to characterize differences in population structure in



transcriptome. We then removed PCR duplicates using Picard Tools



the invaded range as a result of postestablishment processes. Thus,



(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard). We performed base quality



the single European site was included to provide reference for



recalibration, indel realignment and variant discovery using



whether either species of goby suffered a loss of genetic diversity,



(McKenna et al., 2010). We filtered detected variants using standard



for any reason, during the invasion. Gobies were euthanized in



hard filtering parameters recommended for RNAseq experiments



accordance with the law, and a fin clip was removed and preserved



(DePristo et al., 2011; Van der Auwera et al., 2013). The specific



in a saturated salt solution (700 g/L ammonium sulphate, 25 mM



parameters we used for each step are available in the supplementary



sodium citrate, 20 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, pH 5.2).



material as a Unix shell script. To compare levels of standing genetic



DNA was extracted from fin clips using a glass filter-based binding



variation between round and tubenose goby, we used a Fisher’s



procedure (Elphinstone, Hinten, Anderson, & Nock, 2003).



exact test implemented in R v3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016) to test for



TRINITY



v3.0.3 (Grabherr et al., 2011).



BWA V0.7.12



GATK



(Li &



v3.6



a difference in the proportion of variable sites detected for each



2.2 | SNP characterization Previously generated RNA sequencing (RNAseq) data for round and



species. Following variant characterization, we annotated SNPs. We characterized open reading frames of the assembled transcripts using



tubenose goby (Wellband & Heath, 2017) were used to develop



GENEMARKS-T V5.1



functional gene locus single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers



used



for those two species. Briefly, nine individuals from each species



tional relevance of each SNP (e.g., coding or 50 /30 UTR, synonymous



were collected from the Detroit River site (Figure 1). Individuals



or nonsynonymous). We then used



were collected approximately three months following the collections



dict exon–exon boundaries in assembled transcripts. We used this



for genotyping described above. Total RNA extracted from liver tis-



information to target SNPs that were far enough from exon–exon



sue was sequenced on two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq2000 using



boundaries that we could design primers from the available tran-



100 bp pair-end sequencing and TruSeq stranded cDNA library con-



script sequence to amplify genomic DNA without interference from



struction that generated approximately 25 million paired-end reads



introns. Additionally, we used gene function information for these



per individual. We performed de novo transcriptome assembly for



transcripts generated during the annotation of the RNAseq project



SNPEFF



(Besemer, Lomsadze, & Borodovsky, 2001) and then



v4.2 (Cingolani et al., 2012) to characterize the func-



LEMONS



(Levin et al., 2015) to pre-
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(Wellband & Heath, 2017) to select genes involved in potentially



using Ion PGM Hi-Q chemistry in an Ion Chef System (Thermo



adaptive processes (e.g., oxidative stress, immune system processes,



Fisher Scientific, Inc., Streetsville, ON, Canada). The library was



metabolism) that reasonably may be expected to have experienced



sequenced using 850 nucleotide flows (400 bp run) in an Ion 318



selection. We selected 96 transcripts with SNP variants for each



Chip v2 on an Ion PGM Sequencer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.).



species and designed “SNP flanking primers” to target a 175- to 225-bp region around the SNP using the default settings with PRIMER3



BATCH-



v1.0 (You et al., 2008; accessed online at: http://probes.pw.



The sequencing output was separated by individual barcode using the



TORRENT SUITE



Software v5.0.4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.)



producing a fastq file for each individual. Individual sequences were CUTADAPT V1.11



(Martin, 2011) and



usda.gov/batchprimer3/index.html). Forward-specific and reverse-



then trimmed of adaptors using



specific universal adaptors were added to the 50 end of the primers



mapped to the transcriptomic reference sequences using



BWA



to facilitate addition of sequencing adaptors and individual barcodes.



V0.7.12



best



To test the primer sets, we used 12.5 ll PCR products that con-



practices for base recalibration, indel realignment and variant calling



(Li & Durbin, 2009). Data processing followed the



GATK



tained: 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.75, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4,



(DePristo et al., 2011; Van der Auwera et al., 2013). We performed



2 mM MgSO4, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 200 lM each



joint genotyping on all samples together as recommended and then



dNTP, 200 nM forward and reverse primers, 0.5 U of taq poly-



applied standard hard filtering parameters on the variant set (specific



merase (Bio Basic Canada Inc., Markham, ON, Canada) and 10–20 ng



parameters used available in the supplemental material as a Unix



of gDNA. Thermocycling conditions were 95°C for 2 min, 35 cycles



shell script). We extracted all SNPs that were variable, and called in



of 95°C for 15 s, 60°C for 15 s and 72°C for 30 s, followed by



at least 80% of individuals. We also excluded individuals that were PGDSPIDER V2.0



72°C for 5 min. Primer sets that failed to amplify or exhibited larger



missing more than 10% of their genotypes. We used



than expected fragments were excluded from library preparation.



(Lischer & Excoffier, 2012) to convert the variant call files into other formats for subsequent analysis. We used



2.3 | Genotyping 2.3.1 | SNP genotyping We amplified the SNP markers designed above following the GTseq



PLINK V1.07



(Purcell et al.,



2007) to remove loci with a minor allele frequency 


methodology of Campbell, Harmon, and Narum (2015). This method uses a nested PCR approach to first amplify the targeted loci in a multiplex PCR product and a second round of PCR to add sequenc-



2.3.2 | Microsatellite genotyping



ing adaptors and individual barcodes to samples. All primers for each



To provide a control for the functional SNP markers and assess



species were combined and diluted to an individual primer concen-



divergence and population structure that result from genetic drift



tration of 200 nM. Multiplex PCRs were performed in 7 ll volumes



alone, we genotyped both goby species at neutral microsatellite



for each individual that contained 3.5 ll of 29 Multiplex Plus Mas-



markers. For invasive populations of both species, we used previ-



terMix (Qiagen, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada), 1.5 ll of multiplex pri-



ously published data for nine microsatellite markers (Wellband et al.,



mer pool and 2 ll of genomic DNA. Thermocycling conditions were



2017). We further genotyped individuals collected from the native



95°C for 15 min, 15 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30 s and



range using these microsatellite markers following the procedures



72°C for 1 min, followed by 72°C for 2 min. PCR products were



described in Wellband et al. (2017).



diluted 20-fold by adding 133 ll of ddH2O. We added sequencing adaptors and identifying barcodes to each individual with a second 10 ll PCR product that contained 5 ll of 29 Multiplex Plus Master-



2.4 | Population genetic analyses



Mix (Qiagen, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada), 1 ll of 10 lM Ion-A-bar-



If genetic drift associated with the colonization process has resulted



coded primer, 1 ll of 10 lM Ion-P1 primer and 3 ll of diluted PCR



in the loss of genetic diversity in invaded range populations of goby,



product from the first reaction. Thermocycling conditions for the



we would expect to see reductions in heterozygosity for both



second PCR were 95°C for 15 min, 10 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 60°C



microsatellite and SNP markers and a reduction in allelic richness of



for 30 s and 72°C for 30 s, followed by 72°C for 5 min. We com-



microsatellites. To quantify these effects and to assess whether drift



bined 5 ll of library from each individual, performed an isopropanol



has disproportionately affected tubenose goby, we calculated



precipitation and a gel extraction of the desired library fragment by



observed heterozygosity for all loci (SNP and microsatellite) using



cutting the region from 150 bp to 300 bp and recovering the DNA



the “ADEGENET” v2.0.1 package (Jombart, 2008) in R v3.3.1 (R Core



using a commercial gel extraction binding column kit following the



Team, 2016). We also calculated microsatellite allelic richness using



manufacturer’s instructions (Epoch Life Science, Inc., Sugar Land, TX,



the “HIERFSTAT” v0.04-22 package (Goudet & Jombart, 2015). This



USA). The final library was quantified using a DNA High Sensitivity



method uses rarefaction to account for differences in sample size



Assay on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies Canada Inc., Mis-



and standardizes the number of alleles to the smallest population by



sissauga, ON, Canada). The library was diluted to 50 pM and pre-



locus combination of individuals. We then used a linear mixed



pared for sequencing (emulsion PCR, clean-up and chip loading)



effects model implemented in the “LME4” v1.1-12 package (Bates,
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M€achler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) in R v3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016)



validation routine to determine the optimal number of allelic PCs to



to test for a difference among all populations for observed heterozy-



be included in the discriminant function analysis. A stratified random



gosity and allelic richness for each species individually. Models



sampling of 90% of the data set was selected as a training set, and



included a fixed effect of population, a random effect for locus and



DAPC was performed over a range of retained PCs (5–40 PCs). The



we tested significance of the fixed effect of population using a likeli-



remaining 10% of the data set was used to validate the analysis. This



hood ratio test of the full model compared with a reduced model



procedure was replicated 100 times, and we chose the number of



without the population term. For tests where population was a sig-



PCs to retain in the final analysis based on the number of PCs



nificant predictor of variation in allelic richness or heterozygosity, we



demonstrating the highest mean assignment success and the lowest



then used Tukey post hoc testing, as implemented by the “GLHT”



variability of assignment success as recommended (Jombart et al.,



function in the R package “MULTCOMP” v1.4-6 (Hothorn, Bretz, &



2010). We identified the alleles responsible for discriminating groups



Westfall, 2008), to investigate all pairwise differences between pop-



on the first discriminant function by examining the loadings of the



ulations. These comparisons tested whether differences in diversity



PCs. To quantitatively compare patterns of population structure



were due to the initial invasion (Ukraine population vs. invaded pop-



characterized by neutral and functional markers, we used Fisher’s



ulation) or secondary range expansion (Core invaded population [DR



exact test to compare the proportion of individuals assigned to a



for round goby and MB for tubenose goby] vs. invaded range edge



group for each population separately. These comparisons were com-



population). Due to the fact that SNP markers were characterized as



posed of a 2 9 2 contingency table for each population where the



variable in the invaded range, a similar test for the SNP markers



cells represent the number of individuals with a primary membership



would be inappropriate as it is unlikely that we captured the true



(>0.5) to a cluster and the row and columns of the table represent



range of nucleotide diversity present for functional genes in these



the genetic clusters (K = 2, see below) and marker type describing



species. Instead, we quantified statistically significant shifts in SNP



structure, respectively.



allele frequency from the native population to each invaded popula-



To test for evidence of selection driving differences in SNP mark-



tion using Fisher exact tests in R v3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016). We



ers among invaded populations of gobies, we conducted FST outlier



then compared the relative number of significant shifts observed for



tests. Populations of invasive species do not conform to the expecta-



round and tubenose goby using a v2 test with the expectation that



tions of migration–drift equilibrium assumed by many models for out-



species experiencing a larger effect of genetic drift would exhibit a



lier detection (Lotterhos & Whitlock, 2014). To account for the



greater number of markers with dramatic allelic shifts.



nonisland model nature of our sampled populations, we used two



If genetic drift was the dominant evolutionary force explaining



methods of outlier detection that account for underlying demo-



genetic diversity of biological invaders, we would expect our



graphic histories: (i) the extended Lewontin–Krakauer method of Bon-



microsatellite and SNP markers to demonstrate similar patterns of



homme et al. (2010) and (ii) Bayenv2 (Gunther & Coop, 2013). The



genetic structure among invaded populations. Alternatively, if selec-



method of Bonhomme et al. (2010) calculates an FST analogue (TF-LK)



tion was also important, we would expect our functional SNPs to



while controlling for co-ancestry using a phylogenetic tree based on



exhibit different patterns of divergence among groups that reflect



Reynold’s co-ancestry coefficient (Reynolds, Weir, & Cockerham,



the effects of selection due to site-specific environmental conditions.



1983). Under the assumption that all of our microsatellite markers



To characterize potential differences in the patterns of population



are selectively neutral and unlinked to any genes under selection, we



structure between neutral and functional marker types in both spe-



calculated Reynold’s co-ancestry coefficient among populations with



cies invaded range, we used a na€ıve clustering approach that does



the Ukraine population as the out-group based on the microsatellite



not make assumptions about idealized populations, called discrimi-



data sets for each species using the “ADEGENET” v2.0.1 package (Jom-



nant analysis of principal components (DAPC, Jombart, Devillard, &



bart, 2008) in R. We then used FLK as implemented in R by Bon-



Balloux, 2010), to explain allelic variation among individuals. The lack



homme et al. (2010) and available online at https://qgsp.jouy.inra.fr



of assumptions about genetic equilibrium made by this approach is



(accessed on 19 October 2016) to calculate TF-LK and associated p-



an important consideration for invasive populations due to their



values for the outlier test. Bayenv2 also allows the user to account



inherently nonequilibrium nature (Fitzpatrick, Fordyce, Niemiller, &



for nonindependence of populations by specifying a variance–covari-



Reynolds, 2011).



ance matrix. This method performs well when it can be parameterized



Briefly, DAPC uses k-means clustering on the allelic data sets



with many (thousands) known-neutral SNPs (Gunther & Coop, 2013);



after they have been transformed using principal components analy-



however, as we did not have an appropriately large data set, we again



sis. We tested a range of possible genetic groupings (one to ten clus-



used the microsatellite data to provide an estimate of underlying



ters) for both species while retaining all allelic principal components



population structure where we used the Reynold’s distance calcu-



(PCs). The number of clusters was selected based on the profile of



lated above as the covariance matrix. This usage should be appropri-



the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for each k-cluster as recom-



ate given that the covariance and FST-based measures are closely



mended (Jombart et al., 2010). Discriminant function analysis was



related (Gunther & Coop, 2013). Bayenv2 does not provide an esti-



then performed to maximize the difference among groups based on



mate of statistical significance; therefore, to compare outlier tests,



the chosen number of clusters. To avoid over-fitting and ensure



we performed a Spearman rank correlation of the FLK and Bayenv2



reproducibility of the analysis, we used a resampling and cross-



test statistics as suggested by Gunther and Coop (2013).
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the outlier analysis for round goby upwardly biased our ability to detect outliers compared to only the two populations available to be
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T A B L E 1 Summary statistics for characterization of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in transcriptome data from nine individuals each of round goby (RG) and tubenose goby (TNG)



compared for tubenose goby, we conducted FLK outlier tests for all



Statistic



RG



TNG



pairwise population comparisons of round goby. We compared the



Number of transcripts



average number of outliers detected between pairs of round goby



Total bp of transcriptome



populations to the number detected for tubenose goby using a one-



Number of SNPs characterized



46,092



28,217



sample t test.



SNP with valid start codon



39,408



23,591



2,813



2,180



3,806



2,990



10,660



4,963



26,215



23,648



49,102,157



50,184,832



Variant type



3 | RESULTS



5’ UTR variant Missense variant



3.1 | SNP characterization We characterized 46,092 SNPs in a total of 49.1 million base pairs (Mb) of round goby transcriptome sequence and 28,217 SNPs in total of 50.2 Mb of tubenose goby transcriptome sequence (Table 1). This equated to an average of one variable site every 1,065 bp for round goby and 1,779 bp for tubenose goby, or an average of 1.8 variable sites per transcript for round goby and 1.2



Synonymous variant 3’ UTR variant



10,435



7,086



Intergenic region



11,660



6,342



34



30



Other



Open reading frames for transcripts determined by GENEMARKS-T V5.1 (Besemer et al., 2001) and variant types for transcripts with a valid open reading frame identified by SnpEff v4.2 (Cingolani et al., 2012).



variable sites per transcript for tubenose goby. The difference in standing genetic variation for functional SNPs between goby species



effects of the markers not amplifying in certain populations. The dis-



was highly significant (Fisher’s exact test, p < .001) and reflected



tribution of reads was not uniform across SNP markers for either



over 60% more variable sites in round goby than tubenose goby.



species (Table S1). This resulted from the over-representation of a



We did not take into account linkage disequilibrium for these SNPs,



few loci and the loss of several loci for both species. After all quality



and round goby has a slight tendency for more SNPs per transcript



filters were applied to the data, we analysed data for 48 SNPs for



(Figure S1), and thus, the effective number of differences may be



round goby and 34 SNPs for tubenose goby.



smaller than we report. However, the number of round goby transcripts that had at least one variable site (N = 14,284) was nearly twice that of tubenose goby (N = 8,397) suggesting the differences we observed do reflect higher diversity for round goby. To select candidate SNP markers, we removed variants from the data set that



T A B L E 2 Sample sizes, summary statistics and population site codes for round goby and tubenose goby collected throughout their invaded North American range and from the putative source of the invasion in Ukraine



came from transcripts that did not possess a valid start codon (incomplete or noncoding transcripts) which resulted in 39 408 available SNPs for round goby and 23,591 available SNPs for tubenose



Site



goby (Table 1). We selected 96 different transcripts with SNPs from



Round goby



Population code



Microsatellites



SNPs



N



Ar



Ho



N



AS



Ho



32



7.0



0.56



30



0.14



0.34



each species to assay. Of the markers we designed, 73 markers for



Duluth, MN



DU



round goby and 80 markers for tubenose goby amplified were of the



Collingwood



CO



50



6.7



0.60



28



0.31



0.34



expected size and were included in our multiplex assay (Table S1).



Detroit River



DR



50



6.4



0.46



11



0.00



0.32



Nanticoke



NA



50



7.0



0.60



30



0.22



0.32



3.2 | Population genetic analyses



Hamilton Harbour



HH



50



6.4



0.53



16



0.02



0.35



We collected 30 to 50 individuals from each site for all sites except



Lake Seymour



TS



45



6.8



0.49



11



0.02



0.31



for tubenose goby at Mitchell’s Bay where we were only able to col-



Kherson, Ukraine



KH



35



7.8



0.49



27



–



0.36



TB



47



4.2



0.47



28



0.53



0.33



lect 25 individuals. We amplified SNPs for 30 individuals from each population; however, we had inconsistent amplification that resulted



Tubenose goby



in approximately half of the samples for the round goby population



Thunder Bay



from Hamilton Harbour and the tubenose goby population from



Mitchell’s Bay



MB



25



4.5



0.56



18



0.29



0.43



Kherson, Ukraine



KH



46



8.8



0.59



16



–



0.30



Kherson, Ukraine, and approximately one-third of the samples for round goby populations from Detroit River and Trent-Severn Waterway sites being represented in the sequencing library (Table 2). These effects are believed to be the result of DNA quality and concentration and the lack of among-individual normalization prior to sequencing. They are unlikely to be the result of any deterministic



N, sample size, Ar, allelic richness and Ho, observed heterozygosity for microsatellite and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping. AS indicates the proportion of SNP loci with significant allele frequency shifts from the Ukrainian reference populations for each species.
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The only statistical difference for observed heterozygosity was of SNP markers in tubenose goby (Figure 2; TNG SNP: v2 = 16.5,



7



frequencies with low sample sizes. These issues are lessened for SNP markers where there are only two alleles.



df = 2, p < .001). This difference resulted from approximately 10%



Divergent patterns of population structure were identified



higher heterozygosity in the introduced Mitchell’s Bay population



between marker types for round goby (Figure 3). These differences



compared with both the putative invasion source population from



were exhibited by general patterns of group membership for sam-



Kherson, Ukraine, and the other invaded population of Thunder Bay



pling sites that switched (e.g., NA grouping with HH and TS based



(Figure 2; Tukey Test: MB-KH p < .001, MB-TB p = .006). In con-



on functional SNPs but DU, CO and DR based on microsatellites;



trast, tubenose goby exhibited a significant loss of microsatellite alle-



Figure 3) or a substantial proportion of individuals with group mem-



lic richness in invaded populations compared with the native range



bership that switched based on genetic markers (HH and TS; Fig-



population (Figure 2; Tukey test: TB-KH p < .001, MB-KH p = .001).



ure 3). These differences in genetic group membership were



Similarly, there were, on average, more significant allele frequency



statistically significant for three round goby populations (NA, HH,



shifts observed for tubenose goby (Table 2, mean of 41.2% of SNPs



TS; Fisher’s exact test: p < .001) but not the others. The pattern was



per population, range 10–18/34 SNPs) than round goby (Table 2,



present for analyses that included all individuals genotyped at



mean of 11.9% of SNPs per population, range: 0–15/48 SNPs;



microsatellites as well as when the analysis was restricted to only



v2 = 3030.9, df = 11, p < .001).



those present in the SNP data set (results not shown). In contrast,



DAPC identified two genetic clusters in the SNP data for both



tubenose goby did not show dramatic differences in population



round and tubenose goby based on BIC (Figure S2). For both spe-



structure and the significance of changes was nonsignificant



cies’ microsatellite data sets, there was support for addition genetic



(Figure 4). The SNP principal component loadings that contributed



clusters of up to approximately five for both species (Figure S2);



to the discriminant function separating groups indicated allelic differ-



however, to simplify the comparison between markers, we chose to



ences at SNPs 1, 14, 39, 46, 55, 60, 62, 75, 91, 93, 98 and 111



use K = 2 for the microsatellite markers as well for both species.



were responsible for discriminating the two groups for round goby.



Adding additional clusters to the microsatellite analysis simply



For tubenose goby, the loadings of the principal components



resulted in subdivision of existing groups at K = 2 (Figure S3). For



included in the discriminant function indicated allelic differences at



ease of visualization, we have restricted the graphs of posterior pop-



SNPs 24, 45, 46, 51, 57, 60, 67 and 80 drove the differences



ulation assignment probabilities to only those individuals for which



between genetic clusters. Based on the FLK statistic (Bonhomme et al., 2010), we identi-



ducted the analyses on all individuals for which we had data to avoid



fied 14 SNPs that were FST outliers for round goby and three SNPs



biases associated with accurately estimating microsatellite allele



that were FST outliers for tubenose goby (Figure 5). Five of the FST



Allelic richness



Round goby



Tubenose goby



0 2 4 6 8 10 12 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8



Observed heterozygosity



we also had SNP data; however, it should be noted that we con-



b



a



DU



CO



DR



NA



HH



TS



KH



a



a



a



TB



MB



b



KH



Population F I G U R E 2 Observed heterozygosity (mean  95 CI) for single nucleotide polymorphism (squares) and microsatellite (circles) markers and microsatellite allelic richness in populations of round goby (filled symbols) and tubenose goby (open symbols). Native range populations for both species (KH) are indicated with a shaded box. Confidence interval estimates from linear mixed-effect models implemented in R with a random effect for loci and a fixed effect for population. Statistically significant differences among populations are indicated by lettering and are present for heterozygosity of SNP markers in Mitchell’s Bay (MB) tubenose goby population that shows higher diversity than either other population (Tukey test: MB-KH p < .001, MB-TB p = .006) and for microsatellite allelic richness of both invaded range populations of tubenose goby relative to the native range (Tukey test: MB-KH p = .001, TB-KH p < .001)
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TS



NA



HH



DR



DU



CO



(a)



DU



CO



DR



HH



NA



TS



DU



CO



DR



HH



NA



TS



(b)



(c)



F I G U R E 3 Discriminant analysis of principal components barplots of the group membership probabilities for round goby individuals based on microsatellite (a), all single nucleotide polymorphism markers (b) and only the putatively neutral SNPs (c). Results highlight the different patterns of genetic group memberships assigned to individuals by the different classes of markers. Population-level differences between in the individuals assigned to each genetic groups based on microsatellites compared with SNPs were statistically significant for three round goby populations (NA, HH, TS; Fisher’s exact test: p < .001) but not the others roughly congruent with those of FLK based on Spearman’s rank correlation for round goby (q = 0.26, p = .05) but not for tubenose



(a)



goby (q = 0.03, p = .88). The differences in these results likely



TB



MB



reflect the small number of neutral loci used and the imperfect proxy the Reynold’s distance matrix represents for the allelic covariance matrix used by Bayenv2 (Gunther & Coop, 2013). The average number of FST outliers as determined by FLK



(b)



between pairs of round goby populations was 4.0 (95% CI: 1.6–6.3)



MB



TB



and did not statistically differ from the number detected for tubenose goby (one-sample t test: t = 0.9, df = 14, p = .38). However, the distribution of pairwise comparisons was bimodal (Figure S4) with two sets of pairwise population comparisons each demonstrat-



(c)



ing 13 outliers, suggesting that it is possible for only two populations



MB



TB



to exhibit a similar number of outliers as that observed for all round goby populations overall. This result highlights the population-specific nature of adaptive divergence. F I G U R E 4 Discriminant analysis of principal components barplots of the group membership probabilities for tubenose goby individuals based on microsatellite (a), all single nucleotide polymorphism markers (b) and only the putatively neutral SNPs (c). Results highlight the similar patterns of genetic group memberships assigned to individuals by the different classes of markers in contrast to the results for round goby (Figure 3)



4 | DISCUSSION Biological invasions are expected to suffer from significantly reduced genetic diversity due to genetic drift associated with colonization; however, this has been difficult to demonstrate empirically (Dlugosch



outlier SNPs for round goby (SNPs 1, 14, 15, 22 and 109) were sig-



& Parker, 2008; Uller & Leimu, 2011). This loss of genetic diversity



nificant following false discovery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995)



may result in reduced evolutionary potential, yet adaptation also



correction for multiple tests. Four of the SNPs (SNPs 1, 14, 39, 62)



appears to be common in biological invasions (Whitney & Gabler,



were also important for discriminating genetic clusters from the



2008). A critical missing component of the existing studies is a lack



DAPC analysis. None of the three FST outliers for tubenose goby



of knowledge about less successful or failed invasions (Zenni &



(SNPs 45, 60 and 80) were significant following false discovery rate



~ez, 2013). Here we used a comparative approach to contrast Nun



correction; however, all of them were identified as being important



functional and neutral genetic variation for two species of goby with



for discriminating genetic clusters by the DAPC analysis. The biologi-



similar invasions histories, but that differ dramatically in the extent



cal functions of the outliers primarily reflected genes involved in the



of their postestablishment range expansion. We have demonstrated



heat shock and oxidative stress responses for round goby and genes



that tubenose goby, the less successful species, exhibited evidence



involved in steroid signalling pathways and xenobiotic processing for



of reduced allelic diversity associated with colonization and also



tubenose goby (Table 3). The outlier results of Bayenv2 were



appears to have less evidence of adaptive divergence in its North
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(b) 10



30



(a)



9



SNP_45



FLK statistic 10 15 20



8



25



SNP_15



SNP_14



6



SNP_80 SNP_1 SNP_10 SNP_105 SNP_20 SNP_106 SNP_62 SNP_39



SNP_109 SNP_73 SNP_22



4



SNP_60



0



0



5



2



SNP_84



0.0



0.1



0.2



0.3



0.4



0.5



0.0



Heterozygosity



0.1



0.2



0.3



0.4



0.5



Heterozygosity



F I G U R E 5 FST outlier tests based on the TF-LK statistic of Bonhomme et al. (2010). Labelled single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) indicate significance based on the v2 distribution for round goby (a) and tubenose goby (b). Stars indicate significance following false discovery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) correction for multiple tests. The solid and dashed lines represent smoothed splines of the 99% and 95% intervals of 10,000 permutations of the data simulated under the null model and the dotted line indicates the median T A B L E 3 Details of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) showing elevated divergence compared with the demographic patterns of population structure based on microsatellites as detected using the TF-LK of Bonhomme et al. (2010) Nucl. variant



Prot. variant



Gene description



SNP_1



T/A



S/T



Growth arrest-specific protein 1



SNP_10



T/G



S/A



DNA repair protein XRCC2



SNP_14



T/C



N/N



Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta



SNP_15



A/G



N/D



Superoxide dismutase Cu-Zn 2



SNP_20



C/T



P/L



Growth hormone receptor



SNP_22



G/A



G/S



Heat shock factor-binding protein 1



SNP_39



T/C



F/F



Glucose-6-phosphatase



SNP_62



G/T



L/L



Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein



SNP_75



C/T



Y/Y



Actin cytoplasmic 1



SNP_84



G/A



G/E



Group XIIB secretory phospholipase A2-like protein



SNP_105



T/C



I/I



Methyltransferase-like protein 16



SNP_106



C/A



G/K



Caspase-8



SNP_109



T/A



T/T



Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 4 regulatory subunit 3



SNP_45



G/A



A/T



Deleted in malignant brain tumours 1 protein



SNP_60



C/A



A/A



Membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 2



SNP_80



G/C



R/S



Aryl hydrocarbon receptor



Round goby



Tubenose goby



Nucl. Variant, nucleotide allele variants, Prot. Variant, amino acid variants following standard IUPAC single letter codes for amino acids. Bold indicates statistical significance following FDR multiple test correction.



American invaded range, compared with the considerably more



Parker, 2008). We observed no obvious reductions in allelic richness



abundant and widespread round goby. While there are many ecolog-



for the highly successful round goby but much larger magnitude



ical reasons that an invasion may succeed or fail (Sakai et al., 2001),



reductions for the less successful tubenose goby (approximately 50%



genetic variability is the prerequisite for populations to evolve adap-



for allelic richness). These results are consistent with previous work



tations to the ecological challenges they encounter.



on round goby that identified no reductions in diversity (Brown &



Modest reductions in genetic diversity of approximately 10%–



Stepien, 2009), but they stand in contrast to the conclusions of Ste-



20% for heterozygosity and allelic richness from native regions to



pien and Tumeo (2006) who did not observe reductions in diversity



invaded ones are the norm for most invasive species (Dlugosch &



for tubenose goby. However, their work had limited sample size (11
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individuals) and used a single mitochondrial DNA marker (3 of 4



tubenose goby populations and the discontinuous geographic distri-



native range haplotypes present in North America). The selection of



bution reflect strong genetic drift effects resulting from a secondary



our functional SNPs (initially characterized as variable in an invasive



founding event in Thunder Bay that was sourced by individuals from



population) made it difficult to identify losses of allelic diversity at



the initial site of invasion (MB) coupled with slow natural dispersal



these markers, but drift effects should still be evident in the form of



this species demonstrates in North America (Kocovsky et al., 2011).



significant allele shifts. Indeed, we observed those effects and they



We demonstrated divergent patterns of population structure



are much stronger for tubenose goby compared to round goby. It is



between neutral and functional gene loci for round goby. The same



possible that these effects reflect selection acting during or immedi-



functional SNP loci that were most important for determining popu-



ately after transport and establishment in the invaded region; how-



lation structure were also identified as being FST outliers, implying



ever, the evidence we present of similar reductions in allelic richness



that divergent selection may be acting to drive differences in allele



at neutral microsatellites suggests the effects of genetic drift alone



frequency for certain populations. It is important to note that our



would have been sufficient to produce these patterns. In characteriz-



characterization of SNP markers differs from reduced-representation



ing functional SNPs, we observed that round goby had a higher level



genomewide approaches and other anonymously chosen marker sets



of nucleotide diversity in coding regions across the whole transcrip-



in that all of our markers are in the coding regions of known-func-



tome, relative to the tubenose goby. The characterization of SNPs as



tion genes and the majority of them represent nonsynonymous vari-



variable in the invaded range represents ascertainment bias that pre-



ants. Thus, none can truly be considered neutral. While both species



cludes us from determining whether these differences are a result of



of goby showed some evidence of divergent selection at SNP loci,



drift or historical differences between species in the native range.



round goby demonstrated an overall larger proportion of SNPs (13/



Regardless, a higher level of nucleotide diversity for functional genes



48 = 27.1%) potentially under divergent selection compared with



(standing genetic variation) should theoretically provide an increased



tubenose goby (3/34 = 8.8%). The average pairwise difference



capacity



between populations of round goby did not differ from that of tube-



for



adaptive



evolution



under



novel



environmental



conditions.



nose goby; however, certain pairs of round goby populations still



An alternative explanation for the differences in allelic diversity



exhibited large numbers of outliers suggesting that the divergence



between round and tubenose goby is that ecological factors have



we observed is population specific. In each of these cases, one of



prevented the success of tubenose goby and led to the decreased



the populations involved was one of those identified as those having



diversity that we have observed. If this were the case, we would



a significant switch in group membership between marker types indi-



also expect to see reductions in heterozygosity reflecting a pro-



cating that these populations that are similar at neutral loci have



tracted bottleneck (Allendorf, 1986). In contrast to the results for



diverged at functional loci. These results are consistent with the idea



allelic diversity, we observed no reductions in heterozygosity for



that invasive populations locally adapt to different habitat conditions



either species and heterozygosity was actually increased in one of



throughout the invaded range. Rapid evolution is known to be a



the invasive tubenose goby populations relative to the native range.



common phenomenon in biological invasions (Whitney & Gabler,



This suggests that there is no ongoing bottleneck for tubenose goby



2008) and can lead to higher fitness for local populations of organ-



and that reductions in allelic diversity resulted from a founder effect



isms in the invaded range (e.g., Colautti & Barrett, 2013; Kinnison,



or selection early in the invasion process.



Unwin, & Quinn, 2008). Furthermore, potential for adaptive evolu-



It is widely accepted that the Great Lakes round goby experi-



tion is a known factor that can influence the rate of range expansion



enced multiple introduction events (Brown & Stepien, 2009; Johans-



(Garcıa-Ramos & Rodrıguez, 2002). Our results thus indicate that the



son et al., 2018) and this likely explains the lack of evidence for



limited expansion of tubenose goby in the Great Lakes basin may be



founder effects or genetic bottlenecks we and others have found. In



the result of reduced evolutionary potential driven by a lack of



contrast, much less is known about the likelihood of multiple Great



genetic diversity. It would be interesting to contrast patterns of



Lakes invasions for tubenose goby. Their discontinuous geographic



functional genetic variation of the North American invasion of tube-



distribution in the Great Lakes may suggest that they too experi-



nose goby with invasions of the tubenose goby throughout Europe



enced multiple introductions; however, we do not believe this to be



where it has been much more successful (e.g., Naseka, Boldyrev,



the case. Allelic richness (microsatellites) was lower, and significant



Bogutskaya, & Delitsyn, 2005; Vasek et al., 2011).



allele frequency shifts (SNPs) were more frequent in Thunder Bay



FST outlier approaches have a tendency to generate false-positive



(TB) than in the site near the initial North American introduction



results when the demographic history of the biological system does



(MB), suggesting the TB population experienced strong effects of



not match the assumptions of the model (Lotterhos & Whitlock,



genetic drift. In addition, the North American TNG sites were found



2014). Biological invasions are characterized by complicated demo-



to cluster more closely with the other Great Lakes site than with



graphic histories due to multiple introduction events and subsequent



multiple native range populations (data not shown). Furthermore,



hybridization among these groups (Dlugosch, Anderson, Braasch,



both Great Lakes sites were found to secondarily cluster with a sin-



Cang, & Gillette, 2015; Dlugosch & Parker, 2008). We used two



gle native range population, Kherson (KH), consistent with our cur-



approaches to detect SNP outliers that account for the recent demo-



rent understanding of the source of the TNG introduction (Stepien



graphic relationship among populations and explicitly use them as



& Tumeo, 2006). We thus believe that the genetic structure among



the null model to test for outliers (Bonhomme et al., 2010; Gunther
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& Coop 2013), thus controlling for the effects of drift among popula-



species in general (Bates et al., 2013). Although our study does not



tions. These types of approaches have been recommended for use



test the same suite of loci in both species, tubenose goby did not



with expanding populations (Lotterhos & Whitlock, 2014) and pro-



show divergence at the heat shock-related gene that we assayed. Fur-



vide support for our results reflecting real divergence among popula-



ther work should explicitly test the adaptive divergence of thermal tol-



tions due to natural selection. The lack of congruency between



erance-related markers for these two species and the generality of



outlier approaches for tubenose goby may reflect false-positive out-



diversity for genes of these processes in the relative invasion success



liers detected by the FLK analysis but it could simply reflect low



of a variety of other taxa. This type of functional genetic information



power in the Bayenv2 analysis as a result of the small number of loci



may be useful for the improved management of these goby species by



and the nonparametric comparison we employed (Gunther & Coop



identifying populations with greater risk to invade specific un-invaded



2013). While targeting nucleotide variation in protein-coding genes



habitats and for risk assessment of other potential future invaders



represents a powerful tool to investigate functional variation (De



(Chown et al., 2015) by identifying biomarkers or signatures of diver-



Wit et al. 2015), the small number of loci we used (for a sufficient



sity that may predict invasion risk.



number of samples required to make population genetic inference) is



We previously used a comparative approach to explicitly demon-



a limitation of this work. Future work comparing these species



strate that reduced genetic variation can be associated with less suc-



should aim to sample a larger number of markers representing both



cessful biological invasion (Wellband et al., 2017) and extended that



functional and putatively neutral markers that capture the full range



work here to show that, for tubenose goby, the reduction may be



of variation present in the native range of these species.



due to losses as a result of the demographic process associated with



It is also possible that the outlier results we obtained resulted



colonization. Furthermore, the effects of drift associated with tube-



solely from genetic drift associated with range expansion through a



nose goby colonization are observable at functional genetic markers.



process known as gene surfing (Klopfstein, Currat, & Excoffier,



This may have consequences for the ability of the species to adapt



2006). Here, variants can rise to high frequency at the leading edge



to the novel Great Lakes environment and expand their range fol-



of the range expansion and can mimic a selective sweep (Currat



lowing establishment. We used a demographically sensitive approach



et al., 2006). This process should lead to the accumulation of delete-



to detect FST outliers and identified functional protein-coding SNPs



rious variants in expanding populations and is expected to result in



putatively under selection that explain population structure for these



decreased fitness across broad areas of the expanding range as a



species. Our results suggest that a combination of genetic drift and



result of reduced heterozygosity (Peischl & Excoffier, 2015). We did



natural selection are acting to structure invasive populations of gob-



not observe consistent reductions in heterozygosity for SNP markers



ies and that functional genetic markers are critical for understanding



suggesting that, while gene surfing is a possible explanation for some



processes influencing the range expansion of invasive species. Our



of SNP divergence, it is unlikely to explain all of the outliers we



results further implicate adaptive evolution of allele frequencies at



characterized.



genes related to thermal tolerance in the extensive range expansion



Functional genetic markers, like the ones used in this study, reveal



of round goby, which is consistent with hypotheses regarding the



important genetic differences among populations that may not be evi-



range expansion of invasive fishes in the Great Lakes (Kolar & Lodge,



dent based solely on neutral genetic markers. For example, putatively



2002). Our results highlight the need to incorporate functional



adaptive SNPs have revealed population structure patterns that were



genetic markers in the assessment of genetic diversity and evolution-



not evident for neutral loci in salmonids (Ackerman, Templin, Seeb, &



ary potential of invasive species for improved risk assessment and



Seeb, 2013; Hand et al., 2016; O’Malley, Jacobson, Kurth, Dill, &



management. We advocate the use of genomic approaches to



Banks, 2013) and invasive invertebrates (Rohfritsch et al., 2013;



improve the resolution of both demographic and evolutionary pro-



Tepolt & Palumbi, 2015). More importantly, the functions of such



cesses effecting biological invasions.



genes can reveal important information about the environmental or ecological forces driving genetic differences among populations. Several of the genes that we identified as having FST outliers for round
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Previously generated RNA sequencing (RNAseq) data for round and tubenose goby (Wellband & Heath, 2017) were used to develop functional gene locus single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers for those two species. Briefly, nine individuals from each species were collected from the Detroit River site (Figure 1). 
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